
Molift Quick Raiser 205
Ergonomic sit-to-stand hoist with 
outstanding transfer capability



Molift Quick Raiser 205
The Molift Quick Raiser 205 is a state of the art sit-to-stand hoist with outstanding transfer 
capabilities and exceptional maneuverability. The design encourages a natural movement 
pattern and fulfils the lifting needs of users with some weight-bearing capacity.

The natural movement pattern
The inclined column encourages a natural movement  
pattern and fulfils the lifting needs of users up to  
205 kg, with some weight-bearing capacity. The user can 
feel safe and comfortable in every movement as the lifting 
experience is the same regardless of carer, lifting arm or 
sling. 

Exceptional maneuverability
The Quick Raiser 205 is compact, stable and 
exceptionally easy to manoeuvre. The hoist has a small 
turning radius and good manoeuvrability even in tight 
spaces, thanks to the unique wheel position, angled push 
rod and outstanding weight distribution of the base.

The hoist fits under most beds and chairs, and 
the variant with electrically adjustable legs allows 
accessibility almost anywhere. The fixed leg option 
enables a very small footprint.
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Easily manoeuvred 
Easy to manoeuvre even in tight 
spaces thanks to the base’s 
small turning radius and weight 
distribution.

Ergonomic for the carer
The adjustable legs can remain 
closed, regardless of movement, 
giving the carer room to work with 
minimized risk of injury.

Excellent accessibility
Quick Raiser 205 fits under 
most beds and chairs, and the 
electrically adjustable legs enable 
accessibility almost everywhere.

Flexible lifting arm
To facilitate the carer’s work and 
not worry stressed users, the 
lifting arm can be folded away 
from the user towards the column 
when not in use.



Watch the video for a 
product presentation
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Ergonomic transfers with a natural movement pattern

Consistent & safe lifting
The lifting trajectory follows a natural movement pattern, 
due to the design of the inclined column.

Thanks to this natural movement pattern, the sling stays 
in place and does not slide up, which is a usual problem 
with sit-to-stand hoists. The lifting path is always the 
same regardless of the sling and who the carer is. This 
results in a safe, comfortable and consistent 
lifting experience for the user.

Molift QuickRaiser 205 Model item no.
Variant Battery Castors Adjustable leg Fixed leg (FL)
Active, 4-point lifting arm SLA Small M29000 M29150
Active, 4-point lifting arm SLA Large M29100 M29200
Active, 4-point lifting arm* SLA Large M29100-00 -
StandUp, 2-point lifting arm SLA Small M29001 M29151
StandUp, 2-point lifting arm SLA Large M29101 -

*alternative leg support cushions (large) with leg straps  

For complete variant matrix, contact your local distributor.

Dimensions
Height 1140 mm 
Length (FL) 1320 mm (1165 mm) 
Chassis external width 630 mm 
Legs closed internal/external width 220/350 mm 
Legs open internal width 590 mm 
Footboard height: 
Castor size small 65 mm 
Castor size large 90 mm

Weight
Maximum user weight SWL 205 kg 
Total weight (FL) 44,5 (42.5 kg)

Technical
Battery SLA 24V 2,9 Ah 
Charge time 5 hours 
Rated performance 100 hoists/75 kg 
Turning radius with closed/open legs 1144 mm/1300 mm 
Hoisting speed  35 mm/sec/75 kg

205 452

Clean / disinfect the product using a standard non-abrasive cleaning agent with a pH 
between 5 and 9, or with a 70% disinfectant solution.
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Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
info@etac.se www.etac.com

For the latest news and continuously updated  
product information – visit: www.etac.com

Accessories & customization
With a wide range of accessories the Quick Raiser 205 is highly customizable

Alternative lifting arms
Active lifting arm
For RgoSling Active slings.

StandUp lifting arm
For RgoSling Standup slings.

Loop lifting arm
For loop slings 

Clip sling lifting arm
For clip slings

Slings
RgoSling Active sling
The 4-point sling is available in sizes XS to XL. 

For item numbers and measurements see 
www.etac.com 

RgoSling StandUp sling
The 2-point sling is available in sizes XS to XL.  
Additional variant is available when more 
pelvic support is needed.

For item numbers and measurements see 
www.etac.com 

Leg supports/cushions
Kit with bracket & cushions
The alternative leg supports benefits an 
option of small or large cushions, and a leg 
strap for safety measurements 

Kit with bracket & small cushions ...2910059
Kit with bracket & large cushions ....2910056

Set of cushions
Only contains cushions, no leg straps.

Set of small cushions ........................ 2910076
Set of large cushions ........................ 2910077

Footboard/inlay
Footboard
This accessory benefits a 10 cm (4inch) 
elevated footrest. The attachment key is easy 
accessible and makes it convenient to lock or 
unlock the accessory to the Quick Raiser.

Footplate ............................................2910065

Set of inlay
Inlays for footplate and footboard with slip-
resistant material to increase
friction.

Set of inlay ......................................... 2920151


